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FAMILY
Family is there for someone to have to go back
Family is there to comfort you all
people who have a family you love
This family offers warmth, joy
And the house filled with love
House full of memories
Smelling house tradition
Family is happiness
Given by God
Fortunately, the great gift
Which we only do not appreciate ...

SCHOOL
My school is happy
I like long walk to her classes,
where we run short breaks full of verve.
Knowledge of all earn it, quickly passing day.
I read write and reckon I'll talk with her friends.
Bell announces the lessons for us, nice flowing time.
Several hours passed quickly, a good mood all the favors.
Homework already preset and start again from the morning reviewing and checking
again, I recommend two.

The FREEDOM
To be free like a bird, To be able to continuous fly
where there is sadness
there’s just the Fortune
Because freedom is luck
Freedom is our life
Life without the thick bars.
Freedom is a space
Freedom is a word,
Freedom means a brook
silver, flowing quietly
Freedom is a choice.
And the price of freedom is a man,
who gave his life
for our Motherland.

LOVE
Love, oh love I run to you,
how to water, intoxicates me with your warmth,
hurt me with uncertainty.
I drown in your mind,
float in your touch,
escape from loneliness,
to you I would because I love
Because you change my heart
in the hot fire of passion
Thanks to you that our world
is painted by millions of colors.
You come like the wind
no one knows when, out of nowhere
and walking away is not known why
and do not know where

